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The Artist
Your entire Chicago flat was white walls
and wooden floors that echoed
like the stone aisle of an ageless cathedral.
A living-room Aztec tribal mask smiled
with human teeth as its amber face
dropped in flakes onto the floor.
(a definite steal at $4,000, you said)
Speckled bedroom salmon jumped off the canvas
to spawn somewhere beyond the rattling El cars.
Kitchen deer stood camouflaged behind young ferns
and watched me with deep frozen eyes
as a scared child first exposed
to a whiskey breath bum.
David's pastel hotpot variations were neatly tacked
according to shadow above the fireplace.
(Revealing, you said, the whole spectrum of daysunrise orange to sunset purple)
An entire study of wood siding on houses
camped on the draft table
between a crumpled package of Winston Lights
and a styrofoam cup of day old coffee.
You tilted your headstaring out past the texture of watercolor paper.
Everything smelled of importance and Michelangelo.
The Aztec went into hysterics
as Fogelberg seeped around your discussion of Hopper
during our dinner of mayonnaise glazed trout.
I wondered as we played hide and seek
among hotpots and deer-infested ferns
if you'd ever found me.

Heather Uecker

1

if the face of the moon is round always
while we cannot see
then may my fingers curve upon
in darkness the stem of (colorless) a rose
And my thumb, try to
pass through the thorn it cannot see,
Bleed black upon black leaves a warm bead shining
so that your heart
(beating where in darkness a
rose cannot see)
may feel
curved upon,
feel gazed upon
Though it prick my finger with a thorn,
to bleed black beads into the darkness of
your voice

Wendy Hanson

2
ll

As Sidney's bright Astrophil hoped grace to obtain,
So am I needing in truth, and would fain in verse
My need fulfill; at least, I would in not much worse,
For I from my dear Stella good grade would maintain.
Wordsworth could afford to grow distant by the year;
Blake knew not my bound, nor accept such could e'er he;
Shelley for Beauty Divine could wait patiently;
Me: the day-nay, the very hour itself draws near.
Yet all these great names, save only those "me" and "I,"
Are of Poetry's world, for my poor pen ill fit
(Witness!); while my present task, come down from on high,
But a five-page essay writ on dull English lit.
"Fool," said my Muse, "take up thy truant pen and write;
Thy rnistriss firmly hath said, 'tis due 'fore tonight."

Ben Vonk

the artist completed his
fifth painting of the day, and began to
burn
quietly at the edges, still wearing
his hat
now sits in fro nt of his work, watches
from frame one to three the gradual
pouring of tension, until in four
everything is empty
in five he has painted anyway more,
leaving brush marks fewer than
nothing, a blank colored thing which
tries to suck
people into it
(kind of a vacuum, while he)
flickers brightly, sits being
consumed

Wendy Hanson
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From Adam's Unmixed Blessing

I. Adam, Low on a Tuesday

Lighten, Adam, up.
You 're the wiry whiz of old erect His,
Like the burnt bird only Gramps'll touch
& devour. Do you love me? his only fear.
Your I, sorely missed & wicked,
concludes

Richly dark Thou, the One dream of peasants
& money-men alike, Creator of the definitive
non sequitur, this flung orb
of Spirit, Surprise & Necessity,
so stuffed
& hollowed well, worn well & whirring:

This world unfit, & misses a-many
Blessings
from birth.

You who needn't Adam's blessing has it.

So rise 0, short Adam, and feel His push.
Be hushed by the growl of God, glad to
Whimper, & give
Up that thumbed up air, that breath.
And do not be glad of another death;
Demand it.

2. Adam Struck With It All
-Woe & lauds, Lord, saith Adam. Kindly
Like. I am not the loyal opposition,
Nor support. Somewhere in between
I lunge like a clawed thing to its hole,
dark, clutching
The sliding ground in weary dependence
Or poking these pincers, feeble & dry,
At the unknown intruder in the mindLess . .. fight for air, like
An old man's mad, arthritic dash
To the door during the postlude
by white-wigged Bach.

3. Adam Meaning Well
Even Your strongest strong arm tactics
-neurons missing each other in the dim
Light of the fallen brain, thrashed kidneys,
Brittle bones in the shining childfill me
With engrossed wonder, & passion,
tho' little joy.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
A.
A.

The withered flesh of the cruely aged?
The hidden hieroglyphics in the chipmunk's coat.
The unmined wreckage of the mad, dead mind?
The fool's submission to the healthy will.
The dented bones off Highway 61?
The pin-striped palm in the autumn oak's hand.
The music oozing from a clipped blade of grass.
The open world within a ball of sweat.

Maker of the dark feared hard, hard,
And of the light more appealing,
You who needn't my blessing has it.

Tom Andrews

4

Amsterdam
canal stagnation
concentric circles of hell
you live very fast old one
your stench is the sweetness of east
zuiderzee fog cannot cover
incense of hashish
where are the old ones
the seventy thousand
the coal black high handled bicycles
gone to the flowers of the south
your flowers are orange and green youth

Michael Blanksma
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Invasion of a Theme Party by Real Punk Rockers
Theatrical makeup thick
and costumes glittering
we had become
gentle caricatures
of you

Sonnet #3
A swirling fire of ancient time and space,
Evolved by number poetry-which dreams
The image corpse alive: a light-year trace
Through minds of moments bent to split the seems.
Imagination in a marathon
Is freedom flying, not dimension cursed;
My heart pounds when I hear ideas on
Tradition built and revolution burst.
But they amount to specks some piercing eye
May prove mirage against a reference;
More ravenous am I the more I try
To understand before death's insolence,
Till you breathe life in now and musics flowPounding-and teasing what it is to know.

who came
without makeup
looking infinitely more
authentic
You
were not invited
Marie Antoinette
never
wished to contend
with real shepherds
You reduced our
carousel
with its
rainbow-colored steeds
to the pony ride
at the county fair-

Beth Schilling

where
beasts
dingy and chained
were driven
in a muddy circle

Sitting (as I sat)
on the precarious ledge of a puddle
being drenched in the raining rain
(which was wet - as was the puddle)
(or rather the water of which the puddle was composed)

You won no prizes
for aiming
bottles
at target windows
The bathroom
was not a stall
to have your handwriting analyzedgreen fluorescent crayon
on mirror
If locked in cages
you would make
a distracting sideshow

but you
were the ones armed
with whip
and chair
6

...

I sat (once again)
and read my philosophy.
The blurring ink set an image of my mind (blurred)
which, (I'm sure), was
potentially aware that I was daydreaming,
not contemplating the Forms, motion, matter
(or anything that matters!)
or that all is caused from a cause because
of the essence of the quintessence
of those Platonic pages
which I cheerfully ripped up
and let sail across the puddled sea.

David A. Stegink

Julie Moulds
7

For My Father
A Chinese horse rests silent at Lascaux.
Gently mount him; journey through the ages
Sighting manuscripts' illumined pages,
Giotto's stages set for Leonardo.
Lope by slaves bound-by Michelangelo
Released. Linger sensing Dtirer's sages.
Gallop by Rubens' and Goya's rages.
Then prance near Van Gogh, Picasso, ChristoAt last to find a fence runs by your steed,
A block to countless whys obscured and tethered on the other side-yet a dancing
Form of answering, an enigma leading, coaxing review to the cave. Past death,
Past wise: a slow gait to life enhancing.

Leslie Ortquist

I walked down shaded pathways
through stands of hardwoods and pines
and along brooks, my tiny hand in yours.
Like naughty children,
squirrels played tag in the branches;
trilliums and marsh marigolds
carpeted the feet of the tree giants.
Off well-worn paths,
we picked violets and though pressed
in my storybook, they crumbled.
Now I walk on paths bordering streams
lined with maples and marble monuments;
wilted chrysanthemums
adorn a newly polished stone.
I read inscriptions,
and finding your stone,
think of our woods, only a memory.
Reaching to touch your hand
once more, the marble answers coldly;
I close my eyes remembering
freshly picked violets.

Kristine Ann Barnes

Fate's Favorite
Grendel of Gore,
gatherer of men's souls,
Heed! You shall die
by hands not human
in solitary strength.
Savage bravery
fathered by FateFame's timeless
comrade, uncommoncoddled Beowulf;
God's savior-send
is the slayer's end.
The Weeping Woman
from whose womb he came,
she too will try,
with temper profound,
to blister the bond
of unbounded glory,
killing if she can
this catalyst of revenge,
this son-slayer,
strangest of Geats,
Wondrous Warrior,
unworldly Beowulf.
Most thorough of thanes
thrice now called,
the folk he succors
floundering in flames.
To Dragon's den
and deathly breath
he wields his doom
on wizened shoulders
along with languor:
his lost society.
Beautiful bout,
boastful Beowulf.

Stephen LaRue
8
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Michael Blanksma
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Another Night at the Pink Flamingo
'"Er name's Alice. She's new.
But when she struts out in that pink leotard
man, her body transforms into a carnival
completely equipped with:
'hey mister mister 3 balls fer a quarter'games,
genuine alligator skin lady freak shows,
and that damn unending calliope music.
Hell, she has the works packaged in pink
right along with the best knockers
this side of Cleveland.
Slowly energy leaks like oil from her smooth body
and oozes onto the stage
under the yellow lights.
The thought of her in motion
makes my palms sweaty.
While the band pumps out a two bit jazz number,
I just suck down beers
and watch that dame fly.
I'm tellin' ya it's almost religious.
'Swans on the Lake' ain't got nothin' on this broad.
So, whaddya say, Larry?
Wanna stay and check 'er out?
Besides, I'm feeling' lucky t'night.
No kiddin' this ain't no dimestore floozie either.
She's tops. TOPS. Get it?
A real Ginger Rogers. C'mon and stay.
Trust me fellas ... "

Heather Uecker
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13

Lady 1n the Harbour
Floating somewhere twixt
Oh, say, Ellis 'bout by Staten
Finding many patriots
All speaking tongues
Of some other flavour
(Clickety-clack)
"Not no Empire," I said
Colourfully, ''Chrysler,
For the folks Backstairs
Who question The Skyline"
And talk about a strain!
It hurt in the neck
To admire Her
Enormous copper-green toes
Way up on that pedestal (French)
In Her sandals-Jesus How American!
And Liberty stood cold
As stone
Never blinking Her watch
While we stood far
(so far)
Below
Her feet.

Susan Marks
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Family

It was 7:30. Marge trudged by as she did every day,
every month, every year, a shopping bag in each hand
with everything she owned. Everything. Shuffle, step.
Shuffle, step. Marge always walked that way. She had
arthritis in her left foot; she told me that once. Every
day at 7: 30 Marge got off her bench in the middle of the
two oak trees on the west side of the park because
Captain Perceman, who patrolled there, always passed
by at that time. Marge honestly didn't mind,
though-she told me that once-she had her own alarm
every morning; she didn't need to go down to Murphy's
and buy one!
As I walked out the door, Bernice, my stepfather's
sister-really a pretty nice lady-screamed from her
room, "Don't forget to pick up the milk at Joe's
Grocery after school!" Though she was a nice lady, I
got sick and tired of her screaming at me. She had a
high-pitched voice, kinda like the siren Captain
Perceman always used when he chased anyone through
the neighborhood-the shrill kind of siren. Anyway,
every day after school Joe gave me the extra milk from
his day. Of course Joe didn't always have so much milk
left, but it was generous of him anyway. Joe was a nice
guy, but not too nice seeing as he had sort of a
commitment to Bernice. Her two sons were most likely
related to him in a strong way. But Joe wasn't one to get
married; he always said he didn't want to be commited
to any one person. Sometimes I could see his point, but
other times I really sided with Bernice. After all, raising
two boys without a father was hard to explain, and it
sort of stopped her from having any fun. I really just
never know what to think.
After Joe's I walked past the Standard station on the
corner. At least it used to be a Standard station, but the
man who owned it just picked up and left about two
years ago. He said the neighborhood just wasn't what it
used to be. I guess I wouldn't know too much about
that, since I've only been around fifteen, almost sixteen
years, and in that time, I sure haven't seen any major
changes. The Standard sign was still up, the red had
faded some into the blue, and some boys from the
Archer gang had taken both the letter A's, but you
could still make out what it used to be.
The six remaining blocks to school were all quite
similar, except about the third block up-that was where

16

May I Read You a Few Lines from Pepys's Dairy?

the big fire had been. Everyone said we were lucky it
didn't take the whole neighborhood. The red brick of
the building was reduced to rubble, and there was glass
everywhere. Once a congressman came through and
gave a speech on how he was going to fix up the
neighborhood-ifwe would go out and vote for him.
Well, pretty much everyone who was registered ran out
and voted. He got elected, too, but strange thing is, we
never beard from him again. A lot of folks lost faith in
the "politicians" from Washington, but I guess maybe
he just forgot about us or something.
If I kept going about sixteen blocks-of course I
couldn't today because of school-I'd get to Murphy's,
where I love to window shop. I've never dared to go in
Murphy's; I know I couldn't afford to buy much, but
I'm saving. On my sixteenth birthday I'm going to buy
myself something. Something pretty. And ritsy. Just
really Murphyish.
When I got to school, Scotty Mayez and Alfred
Cotini were fighting. Again. They were always fighting.
Scotty made fun of Alfred because he stuttered, and
then Alfred always said any kid whose dad was in the
state pen had no reason to make fun of anyone. They
fought, almost every day, even though they made up
different reasons sometimes.
I have homeroom with Miss Miller. She's a very
pretty lady and really likes me a lot. She's always telling
me I have to get out of here and go to college.
Somewhere. . .anywhere but here. It's sort of a dream
I have, and my mother always said I should, but now
with her running off and all, I just don't feel much like
it. Miss Miller still tried to convince me, but I don't
know. She lives up the street, past Murphy's. She
invited me to her house once-was it ever nice! Anyway,
Miss Miller always tells me I have real potential, writing
and all that. I don't know-but she always says I just
have to get out of the neighborhood. She never says just
why, but she seems real vehement about it. She says it
isn't fair to me, living with Bernice and my stepfather
and all. But I don't mind; everyone needs family. I've
got more family than most people around here-considering even Marge and Captain Perceman-it isn't so
bad. Really.

Anne Rempe

I.
The green is everywhere, over Hinksey Hill and Cumnor, through the pathlining trees of Addison's walk, past stray deer and coughing cows, the
full fern and sprawling leaves, and Greyhound meadow on the River Cherwell,
over which looms Magdalen Tower of Magdalen College, Oxford. A green
greener than any particular green.
Here, in grey stone walls overlooking this green, bloombellied C.S. Lewis,
the Christian Platonist, tutors, gives lectures, writes his books, his
letters, his lectures, his sermons, his poems, his essays, presides over
the Oxford Socratic Club and enjoys the smashing verbal swordplay of
his friends. Opposition, Barfield reminds him, is true friendship.
Here he has thought to use Aquinas as an epitaph for the second chapter
of his book on pain. Would not the tidbit from Scotus do? No. Aquinas
it will be. Nothing which implies contradiction f al/s under the omnipotence of God. Here he has read in the mornings, cherishing the old,
scorning the new, the new novelists, the new critics, the new poets.

je voudrais que mon amour meure
qu'i! pleuve sur le cimetie're
et !es rue/les ou'je vais
pleurant ce/le qui crut m' aimer
Here, since undergraduate days, he has prepared, written, invented a tale
of Cupid and Psyche, a tale retold, a wrong vision righted, which started
as another narrative poem, another Dymar, but groped and bled its way into
a book whose first sentence bore a sentiment he would never fully call
his own. I am old now and have not much to fear from the anger of gods.

n.
Pipe-smokers all, Tuesday at the Bird and Baby, Thursday in Jack's rooms in Magdalen,
the new works are produced, read,and criticised, the wit flying,
the criticism ruthless, the ideas bandied to their bitter end. A roaring
cataract of nonsense, Coghill calls it. So, Owen says, we're back to the
old how many angels on the point of a needle gag, are we?
Har! roars Jack. Jack raises his wine glass to his lips but does not drink.
Quidam enim imaginationem transcender von valentes, Nevill Coghill says
after a covered, quiet belch, cogitaverunt indivisibilatem angeli ad modum
indivisibilitatis puncti: Et ideo crediderunt quod ange/us non posset esse
nisi in loco punctali. Sed manifesti decepti sunt.
You'd better translate, Nevill, Tolkien says. For Jack's sake. Right, Owen
says, no use keeping him out of it. Har! Jack roars, and the rest roar
with him. Charles Williams, Nevill Coghill, J.R.R. Tolkien, H. V.D. Dyson,
Warnie, Jack's brother, Jack Lewis, not a one is not roaring. It's Aquinas,
Coghill says.

Certain people, because they could not transcend imagination, . .. Feeling the
Medieval finger pointed your way there Jack? Owen whispers to Jack leaning
over his chair. . .Conceived of the indivisibility of an angel in terms
of the indivisibility of a point. From this they inferred that an
angel could only be in a point in space. But they were obviously wrong.
Well, Jack says, I'd have thought you spiritualists had done away with .
the crude anthropomorphism of angels! The fox is crassness, not angels,
Owens say, For you to mention that merely exhibits your spatiotemporal conception of angels in the... Baldetdashl I'm no more a
literalist than a garage hand!
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O the bloody devil with il, Warnie butts in. Shall we select pistols now
or later, gentlemen?
III.
Memory in Augustine. A rooting out. Sleuthing the soul, the past for the
directive hand, the imprint of God. Through Manicheanism, Cicero's Hortensius, Neoplatonism for Augustine. For Lewis, through Little Lea and toy
gardens, through Tegner's Drapa:

I heard a voice that cried,
Balder the beautiful
Is dead, is deadThrough Sohrab and Rustum, through Lucretius's Argument from Undesign.
Nequaqua nobis divinitus esse parataml Naturam rerum; tanta stat praedita
culpa. Had God designed the world, it would not be a world so
frail and faulty as we see.
Through Siegfried and The Twilight of the Gods, MacDonald's Phantastes,
through the English Hegelians, the mighty Bergson and the necessity of
the universe; through Christians are wrong but all the rest are bores.
Through Alexander's Space Time and Deity, through refired Berkeleyan theism.
Through hier brauch ich nicht Sparer noch Sparer, Einem will ich . ..
Through Chesterton and The Everlasting Man, through trust in temporal
Joy, to: When I set out I did not believe that Jesus Christ is the
Son of God, but when we reached the zoo I did.
The rooting out of memory, looking for the Divine in one's unwitting
experience.
IV.

Rain and more rain on the cobblewalks. The drops pinging in the ponds,
singing on the lawns. The girl in the sunbonnet blue a study in the curious
watershyness of Americans as she ducks the drops under the arched umbrella
of a stranger. I beg your pardon! snorts the stranger. American blokes.
Have they no feeling for even the most common of decencies?
Occam's razor to Plato's beard. A connection every undergraduate knows,
or is laughed at. Jack, initially disappointed with his students, came
to expect not so much. You can see the dull hue of shamed skin rising on
the check and chin as Jack has nothing to do with foggy thinking, with
a wave of his hand and a shake of his head.

VI.

Goethe as scientist, Coleridge as philosopher, Rudolf Steiner as Prophet.
Anthroposophy, evolution of thought, polarity. Owen Barfield, furry-browed
and forever leaving the buttons of his oxford collar unbottoned, Jack's
friend for over forty years, strode walking tour after walking tour with
Lewis, their pipes puffing, a swirl of smoke their wake as they walked.
Miles from the Towers, the students, the Bodlean, the sun-shot Gothic
spires, the work to be done, the books, books, books, the landscapes they
see on these shared walks command the eye of even the most priggish
of prigs, the humbuggiest of humbugs. Nature, Lewis writes, has that in
her which compels us to invent giants: and only giants will do.
Owen, you boob! How can anyone read all the right books but get all the
wrong things from lhem? I'm beginning to understand how the Inquisitors
felt it right to burn people, like Wren with Williams! Har! There, Thor,
Barfield says, you got disgrace, when you beat women. Pray for me
now and at the hour of my death.
You know the Vie de Jesus. II aime dans le Christ cette vue simple ce regard
de Dieu sur l'horreur humaine. The rough road rises and dips, sears
the countryside in two. I know it only too well, Jack says striking
a match to his churchwarden. The walk on, talk on, watching a gold
orb of sun set softly on the tilled, reamed green. Only giants will do.

A science of the nature of myths. What, now, to call it? Mythonomy?
Mythologies? Mythopoeics? Making one a mythonomer? a mythologician?
a mythopoeician? Get old Hopkins to whip up a latent Xtianity essay on
this, Jack says. Or Williams. Lord help him with it. Jesuital? Bunk!
The Sole Bird is not Fabulous.
VII.

Polarity in Coleridge:

irritability
i::

...

.2
0

:,
-0

0

Twaddle, he says with the coolness of a gramophone. Do you see, now,
why this is twaddle? There is so much to see, to feel, to learn.
No, sir, not yet I don't. The rain on the roof, like a distant cock's
crowing. How can it be that the sun shines yet the rain falls?
Well now, Jack says. What are we ito do with you?

V.
'
Chopin on the ricketty piano. The Preludes. Mrs. Kirkpatrick of Great
Bookham of Surrey playing. Waves make one kind of music on rocks and
another on sand and I don't know which of the two I'd rather have.
The young man Jack sitting at a teakwood desk writing Arthur Greeves,
defender and lover of the homely, the pleasant. Of Tristam Shandy.
It gives you the impression of an escaped lunatic's conversation

while chasing his hat on a windy day.

0.
0

...

VIII.
10 February 1927. A discussion as to whether God can understand His own
necessity. ColinHardie, Fellow of Magdalen and Tutor in Classics, found
the Summa on the dustcaked shelf, rustled through the index frantic as
if being timed on a radio quiz show, and, not finding what he was
after, his nostrils flaring like a jackrabbit's, said:
He doesn't understand anything!

18

19

IX.

Jack's room spilling philias till the wee hours. The third love of
friendship. The Inklings again, minus Barfield, minus Will.jams. I'd like to know,
Matthewson says, what you, Tolkien, as a philologist, Make the Finnegans
Wake? 0 but old Tolkien would like to know that himself! Jack beams
leaning back in his chair, his jugjowls flopping with impish mirth.
Jack and I spoke of this just the other day, Tolkien says. You remember,
Jack. Jack, a sly grin showing still, nods. I think, Tolkien went on, that
Jack spoke for me when he said: How much more steam of consciousness is
in old Joyces kettle of a head? A roar of laughter expresses a shared
aversion to anything modern.
Coghill takes a sip from his sherry glass and says, But I believe, Jack,
that you, Warnie and Joyce share what they call a Royal Irish Arse, do you
not? Aye, Warnie says in his best "low" Irish voice, but my arse is Irish
by birth, not by temperament. Jack snaps his head
back at this and bellows at the ceiling. Phhrra!
Joyce is no more the Irish temperament than Eliot, or my Mrs. Moore, the
English. Look out the window, Dyson, and tell me if you have an etherised
evening. What would Johnson make of that bilge? What would Johnson make of
Joyce? Well, Coghill says, but the boys at The Criterion has answered
that, don't you know.
Or, if not them, then the egos at The Egoist. An apt title, one might say,
Tolkien says. Laughable, that lot. Williams should be here, Jack says.
Where's Williams off to tonight? With the clevers in London, no doubt.
You remember that line of his? In Descent Into Hell, wasn' t it? Better
be modern than minor. Better be modern than minor.
X.

An American reader writes Lewis a long letter, in admiration of The Discarded Image. P.S. Are you the sibling of Wyndham Lewis, whom Tom Eliot
caJled more primitive yet more civilized than his contemporaries? Thank
you indeed, Jack writes. My brother, dear Warnie, is, I'm afraid, every
bit as primitive and as civilized as his contemporaries.
XI.

What does war do to death? It certainly does not make it more frequent:
JOO per cent of us die, and the percentage cannot be increased. It puts
several deaths earlier; but I hardly suppose that that is what we fear.
Coughs, sneezes. War makes death real to us: and that would have been regarded as one of its blessings by most of the great Christians of the past.
All the animal life in us, all schemes of happiness that centred in this world,
were always doomed to a final frustration. In ordinary times only a wise man can
realize it. Now the stupidest of us knows. We see unmistakably the sort
of universe in which we have all along been living, and must come to
terms with it.
Still, and the thing is done.
XII.

The horror of doodabbling in the occult. The rationally inclined mind
looks at mysticism with a wink and a chuckle, ritual with a bray and a joke,
occultism with a smirk, a frown, a wave of the hand and a shake of the
head. Twaddle, twaddle, twaddle, till the leaps are found out.
XIII.

1914. A possible dream: Philosophers, orderers of experience, cataloguers
of Spirit. Rousseau, his face caked with powder and one black beauty
mark beside the right flare of the nostril, looked lonely as a little
boy in the front row, scratching his silked thigh. Thinking about
women. You could tell by the oblong squint of his eye.
The Voltaire of Femey, all skin and bone, his noggin tan from clearing
land in the village, leaned across the isle, bending the polite,
acknowledging ear of Duns Scotus about his own Canonization of Saint
Cucufin. Yes, I see, Scotus said in a flat Latin. Aha. Yes. Very
interesting. You don't say. Mmmhhmm.
The Ancients sat in wheelchairs in the rear of the room. Plato's golden
body shone through his robe like light through wax paper. Or was it just
his soul shining through all that Greek flesh? Pythagoras did wheelies
in his wheelchair while Zeno proved admirably its impossibility, and
Plotinus and Porphory sat chitchatting about The Knower and the Known,

John Henry Cardinal Newman, author of Apologia pro Vita Sua, preached
here. Church of St. Mary the Virgin, University Church. C.S. Lewis, reading
glasses on broad-bridged nose, stands behind the pulpit, an absolutely
attentive, overcrowded congregation before him. A sermon: "Learning in
Wartime."

The Intelligence, legs crossed like English gentlemen. Heraclitus, hard
of hearing and bald as a billiard ball, was on the floor, looking like
a deaf yogi. You're not getting me into that contraption, the chair with
wheels, he seemed to say. It reminded him of chariots, perhaps, and all
he associated with them.

A University is a society for the pursuit of learning, he starts, his
ruddy pate and face shining with sunlight from the awesome windows thirty
men high. As students, you will be expected to make yourselves, or start
to make yourselves, into what the middle ages called clerks: into philosophers, scientists, historians, scholars, or critics.

R.G. Collingwood was off in a corner somewhere, thinking God knows what.
Schopenhauer sat in the middle of it all, wearing headphones cranked so
loud you could hear the cadenced cry of Schubertean song, allegro moderato,
no matter where you stood or sat. Someone, Schelling, probably, wanted Kant
to sit with the Greeks.

And at first sight this seems to be an odd thing to do during a great war.
What is the use of beginning a task which we have so little chance of
finishing? Or, even if we ourselves should happen not to be interrupted
be death or military service, why should we-indeed how can we-continue
to take an interest in these placid occupations when the lives of our. . .

Mein Gott! Kant cried, his wrists, hands, fingers graceful as a cat
on a balancing beam. Mein Gott!

Tom Andrews

Outside, the autumnal red of the tall trees gleans the green of the lowcut
lawns. He has stared through his windows in Magdalen at this red, this
green, as he wrote these words. Looking now to the deer searching for
cud on the grass, now to the notebook before him. And nothing, not
even a gable or a spire, to remind me that I am in a town.
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